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ABSTRACT
In this short paper, we describe our RSS recommender system,
KeepUP. Too often recommender systems are seen as black box
systems, resulting in general perplexity and dissatisfaction from
users who are treated as passive, isolated consumers. Recent
literature observes that recommendations rarely occur within such
isolation and that there may be potential within more sociallyorientated approaches. With KeepUP, we outline the design of a
recommendation process that is based on an implicit social
network where the relevancy and meaning of information can be
negotiated not only with the recommender system but also with
other users. Our overall goal is to support the traditional notion of
“word of mouth” rather than attempting to completely automate it.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval – information filtering.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors, Theory.

Keywords
Online communities, social networks, social visualization, RSS,
collaborative tagging, word of mouth.

1. INTRODUCTION
Our main claim throughout this paper is that users should play a
more active role in the recommendation process rather than being
limited to a passive, isolated role. While conversational
recommender systems (e.g. [3]) do engage users in an active role
by means of a dialog; however, users are still left separately
negotiating the meaning and relevancy of their recommendations
with the system and not with their peers. It has been asserted that
“recommendations are not delivered within a vacuum, but rather
cast within an informal community of users and social context”
[6, p.131]. This assertion has emerged from the observation that
many recommender systems create implicit social networks as a
side-effect of the recommendation process and that these networks
have important, exploitable properties including self-organization.
An implicit social network is inferred from system data and does
not necessarily reflect any “real” relationship, such as friendship,
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between users. While there have been a number of existing graphbased techniques used in recommender systems, such as
spreading activation [5] and horting [2], these techniques target
specific issues (e.g. sparsity). The theoretical work presented here
is a broad approach that attempts to capture the flow of
information in social networks and support the informal user
communities that may form around specific topics. We are not
necessarily interested in improving the system’s recall and
precision measures, etc.
We developed a graph-based approach that was evaluated against
the well-known 100K MovieLens data set [10]. Briefly, an implicit
social network is created between two or more users whenever a
shared interest is determined. A directed edge between users, u
and v, represents the strength at which u influences v within the
respective network regarding the recommendation of information
items. Influence simply represents the probability that whatever u
likes, v will like as well. Recommendation of items is
accomplished through two interrelated processes: push and poll.
Push seeds an item into the network(s) of users that the item is
initially deemed most relevant to. The item then spreads according
to diffusion of innovation [7] models. Poll queries adjacent users
whether the item should be recommended for the active user,
given a certain activation threshold. Feedback from users (explicit
and implicit) reshapes the network, affecting the spread and
activation of subsequent items. Since items are “pushed” through
these networks, the presence and strength of edges between users
are crucial factors in determining recommendations. Thus, for
each network, the active user can view her neighbours (i.e.
adjacent users) through an interactive visualization. In addition to
displaying the degree of influence each neighbour exerts on the
active user’s recommendations (and vice-versa), the active user
can manually adjust neighbours’ influence, triggering KeepUP to
instantly “re-recommend” a small set of items which appear along
with the visualization. This is similar to work done in [1] where ecommerce users are allowed to restrict the collaborative filtering
process to a set of manually selected contacts each of whom have
a level of credit or trust that is factored into the final
recommendation of items. It was shown that these “local”
recommendations were better than those made by unrestricted knearest neighbour collaborative filtering.
In our earlier work [10], we demonstrate that the push-poll
approach outperforms a straightforward collaborative filtering
algorithm on predicting user ratings on movies. However,
predicting item ratings on a numerical scale is not the objective of
push-poll which is more advantageous in directing new
information to interested users who can then collaborate on
further classifying the information. Also, a valid critique of such
an evaluation is whether users actually notice a difference within
an (albeit small) improvement. We propose a multi-stage

eevaluation that begins with in
nvestigating the effectiveness of
p
push-poll
at building and main
ntaining implicitt social networkks,
d
distributing
RSS
S items throug
gh these netwoorks, and makinng
recommendationns. Next, we inttend to evaluatee what impact thhe
v
visualization
haas on user beh
haviour, whethher users find it
b
beneficial,
and if
i prediction acccuracy tends too increase due to
m
manual
influencee adjustments.

page. Note
N
that all items
i
appearingg in a channel have been
recomm
mended (Sectionn 2.3) to the usser. Users can thhen quickly
scan eaach channel for items of the most interest.

The rest of the paper is as follow
T
ws: KeepUP’s keey features and UI
U
a highlighted in Section 2.1 before outlininng our design for
are
f
s
supporting
inform
mal communitiees in Section 2..2. The neighboour
v
visualization
is shown and brriefly discussedd in Section 2..3.
S
Section
3 concluddes with an outline of our propoosed evaluations..

2 KEEPUP
2.
P
KeepUP is a Riich Site Summa
K
ary (RSS) recom
mmender system
m,
d
developed
at the University of Saskatchewan
S
annd available onlinne
a http://keepup.uusask.ca. It is considered
at
c
a hybbrid recommendder
s
system
as it mixes
m
collaborative filtering with
w
content-based
a
analysis.
RSS is a popular standard to publish content to the Web
a is often usedd by web logs (blogs)
and
(
and new
ws services to aleert
s
subscribers
to new
n
content. RS
SS entries or ittems follow wellk
known
XML foormats and usuaally include a headline, a shoort
d
description,
and a URL to the fu
ull item of intereest. A RSS feed is
s
simply
a Web acccessible XML document
d
that contains
c
1 or moore
ittems and is updaated regularly.

Figgure 1. An exam
mple channel regaarding “climate change.”
c
The higghlighted areas in
i Figure 1 are described
d
as folloows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The name “KeeppUP” implies th
T
hat users are ablle to “keep up-ttod
date”
with persoonally relevant news
n
and eventts. The breadth of
toopics and overrwhelming num
mber of RSS feeds
f
presents an
e
exciting
challengge for a recomm
mender system that
t
must managge
m
many
new and diverse items perr day. After a 900-day period, ovver
2
220,000
items haave been indexeed by KeepUP, yet there are onnly
a
approximately
1110 registered RS
SS feeds.

5.

2 Channeels
2.1

8.

Recommendationn lists, or what we
R
w call channelss, are the buildinng
b
blocks
of KeepU
UP. It is helpfu
ul to imagine a RSS feed as an
a
u
unending
stream
m of items wherre channels are filters that seleect
ittems from feedss based on certain
n criteria. Theree are three types of
c
channels:

9.

1.
2.

3.

6.
7.

Channel Tittle: user-definedd title.
Item Headlline: in its collaapsed state, an item shows
only its headline. Clickingg a headline expands
e
the
respective iteem (Figure 2) annd marks the item
m as read.
Item Sourcee: truncated nam
me of the source RSS
R feed.
Rate Item:: users can im
mmediately ratte an item
positively (uup arrow) or negatively (down arrrow).
Channel Neighbours: indiicates that therre are other
c
Clickinng the icon
users sharinng the current channel.
takes the useer to the interacttive neighbour visualization
v
(Section 2. 3).
3
Expand or Collapse
C
All Iteems: a shortcut to
t expand or
collapse all the
t items (does not
n mark the item
ms as read).
Sort Items: items can be sorted
s
by recom
mmendation,
R feed).
date, title, orr Web site (i.e. RSS
Channel Op
ptions: expands to reveal additioonal options
including deeleting the channnel, setting thee maximum
number of ittems to display at
a a time, etc.
Misc. Optioons: the user can mark all iteems as read
(checkmark icon), refresh thhe channel (trianggle icon), or
s more items.
move to a diifferent page to see

C
collects items from select RSS feeds.
Feed Channel:
Tag Channel:
C
collects items that match a set of
specifi
fied keywords, or
o tags. For exam
mple, the channnel
in Figuure 1 is based on
n the tags climate change, Kyotoo.
Person
n Channel: collects
c
items that were rated
positivvely by specified
d users.

Each type of channel
E
c
suits a different infoormation-gatherinng
p
purpose.
For exxample, imaginee a user who has
h a number of
f
favourite
Web sites
s
and would
d like to stay current
c
with theeir
u
updates.
This user may want to have the respecctive RSS feed of
e
each
Web site grrouped into a siingle feed channnel that will shoow
thhe new items apppearing at any of the Web sitees. Or, a user may
b more interestted in a specificc topic and less concerned wheere
be
thhe information comes
c
from. In this case, a tag channel would be
b
m
more
appropriatte. The tag chaannel will seleect all items thhat
c
contain
the matcching tag or tagss regardless of the
t RSS feed they
c
come
from. Finaally, a person channel
c
allows users
u
to see whhat
ittems are liked byy their friends an
nd colleagues.
Channels displaay recommended items as a list of headlinnes
C
(Figure 1), and multiple channeels can be displlayed on a singgle

Figure 2. An expandded item in the chhannel shown inn Figure 1.
The higghlighted areas in
i Figure 2 are described
d
as folloows:
1.
2.

Link to Fulll Story: opens a new Web brow
wser window
which displayys the complete story.
Link to Iteem Source: oppens a new Web
W
browser
window whicch displays the feed’s
f
associatedd Web page.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Time of Index: the amount
a
of time that has elapsed
K
first ind
dexed the item.
since KeepUP
Item Description:
D
dep
pending on the feed,
f
varies from
ma
single sentence sum
mmary to the complete stoory
includiing graphics, vid
deos, etc.
Add too Favourites: bo
ookmark items foor later reading.
Item Tags:
T
the 5 mostt popular tags cuurrently applied to
the item
m (users are enco
ouraged to add their
t
own).

Whenever a userr creates a new channel,
W
c
it is avaailable for all othher
u
users
to subscribbe to (Figure 3). For example, multiple
m
users may
“
“join”
the Climaate Change chan
nnel of Figure 1,, adding it to theeir
liist of channels. When this occu
urs, the newly subscribed
s
user is
“
“weaved”
into thhe existing netw
work of currentlyy subscribed userrs.
T
This
process innvolves computting an initial correlation valuue
b
between
the new
w user and each
h existing user too use as the edgge
w
weight
(i.e. influuence) between the pair. If therre are not enouggh
p
previously
ratedd items in co
ommon to perrform a Pearsoon
c
correlation,
then we compare useer profiles for siimilarity. Finallly,
iff no edges can be established,, then the new user is random
mly
c
connected
to a suubset of the existing users. It is important that thhe
n
new
user have a least one inco
oming edge from
m the network to
b
begin
receiving items within the respective channel. In thhe
d
deployed
system
m, there will be privacy
p
controls which will alloow
u
users
to anonymoously create or join
j
channels. Foor now, we ignoore
p
privacy
issues.

Figure 3. A list of channels thatt users can potenntially join—eacch
channel is dispplayed with its type,
t
who startedd it, an optional
descriptionn and the current number of subsccribed users.

2 Toward
2.2
ds Supportin
ng Commun
nities
We believe recom
W
mmender system
ms have a large, supportive role to
p in the exchaange of informattion between useers. For instance, a
play
c
challenge
was puut forth in [9] to
o apply a recom
mmender system to
thhe task of formiing and supportiing communitiess of interest. Onne
p
potential
opportuunity is to consid
der a large onlinee community such
a MySpace wheere a single userr will only ever see a tiny fractioon
as
o all available content. Collaaborative filterinng is difficult to
of
p
perform
at the level
l
of million
ns of users and items. Howeveer,
p
push-poll
offers a strategy to use implicit (oor explicit) sociial
n
networks
to targeet subgroups (i.ee. informal comm
munities) of useers
a then track how
and
h
particular iteems are received and categorized
b each subgroupp. The goal is to
by
o make users coonfident that whiile
thhey are not actiively searching for information items, personallly
relevant items arre continually searching for them
m, especially item
ms
fr
from
“unknownn” parts of thee network. KeeepUP is partly a
response to this challenge and taakes initial stepss in this directioon.
W believe that the design and
We
d structure of chhannels lets useers
s
self-organize
andd steer the spreaad of informationn from the grounnd
u Tagging allow
up.
ws for a shared vocabulary to emerge
e
in the sellfo
organized
comm
munities that sp
pring out of ussers creating annd
jooining channels of their choice [8].
[

When deciding
d
which channels to addd, users are preseented with a
choice. One considerattion of this choiice is that a singgle tag, feed
or persson can exist accross multiple channels. For exxample, in a
system with hundreds of users, the poossibility of a poopular feed,
e.g. Slaashdot, appearinng in more thann one channel iss high. It is
likely that
t
Slashdot is mixed in with a number of otther science
and tecchnology-relatedd feeds. The useer can choose thhe mix that
containns her most preferred feeds (thereby
(
joiningg a channel
where the
t preferences of the existing users
u
are more aligned
a
with
hers). Alternatively, thhe user can crreate an entirelyy new feed
channeel that uses Slashhdot mixed withh other feeds, forr example, a
feed of a little-know
wn blogger whoo often discussees Slashdot
articless (thereby creatinng a new association between Slashdot
S
and
the unkknown blog), thuus expanding thhe diversity of chhannels and
the chooice-options for other
o
users.
Anotheer consideration that a user makkes in choosing a channel is
the num
mber of users who
w are “subscribbed” to the channnel. A user
may chhoose to join a channel that has
h some undessirable tags,
feeds, and people, butt has more subbscribers than other
o
similar
channeels, assuming shee believes a channnel with more users
u
results
in betteer recommendattions (in most cases this shouldd hold true).
Therefoore, the user is exposed
e
to some content that shhe normally
would not consider innteresting, but which
w
may turnn out to be
interestting and useful.
Tagginng and tag channnels are another form
f
of self-orgganization as
users evvolve a shared vocabulary
v
[8]. For
F instance, thee Interesting
Channeel in Figure 3 is based on the tag interesting. KeepUP is
tasked with initially tagging
t
new RS
SS items; however, it only
consideers significant terms present within the item
m’s text as
potential tags. It is unlikely the terrm “interesting”” would be
consideered significantt, and items would
w
not apppear in the
Interestting Channel auutomatically. Theerefore, users muust “power”
the chaannel themselvees by tagging items
i
that appeear in other
channeels as interestingg. KeepUP thenn automatically pushes the
newly tagged item intto the Interestinng Channel. Annd, as users
providee feedback on what
w
they personaally find interestting and not
interestting by rating the items, wee hypothesize the
t
channel
networkk will adapt acccordingly, forming clusters whicch represent
persisteent, “niche” com
mmunities of interest. In turn, thhese clusters
of userrs could be giveen extra supportt (e.g. their ownn discussion
space, incentives to contribute
c
addittional informatiion, etc) or
targetedd with specific ittems for their feeedback.
Unfortuunately, KeepUP
P presently does not offer meanns for users
to com
mmunicate with each other (ee.g. forum or commenting
c
system). A discussion system based onn the principles of
o push-poll
would be an interestinng avenue for future work. Foor example,
discusssion regarding a certain item could be confiined to one
subgrouup of the networrk and as the disscussion builds and
a evolves,
more and
a more potentiially interested users
u
could be made
m
aware
of the discussion
d
by thee system.

2.3 Neighbour
N
V
Visualizatio
on
The preesence and strenngth of edges bettween users (neiighbours) in
channeel networks are crucial factors in determining
recomm
mendations. Theerefore, we belieeve it is importaant for users
to be aware
a
of their neetwork “positionn” and allow theem to make
manuall adjustments too the strength off incoming edgees (i.e. their
neighboour’s influence)..

mendations? An interesting
exploited to provide better recomm
p
networkk analysis on
aspect of KeepUP is thhat we can also perform
the resuulting networks and investigatee the impact of metrics like
closeneess and betweeenness? on recommendation
r
n accuracy.
Finallyy, participants will use the neighhbour visualizatiion in order
to quaalitatively assesss whether participants believee that their
recomm
mendations imprrove as a result of
o taking direct control.
c
Later evaluations
e
woulld focus on how
w real users (i.e. people who
sign-upp with KeepUP
P) use channelss and tagging to organize
contentt, whether innformal commuunities develop and what
strategiies can be adopteed to support theeir development.
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Figure 4.. Visualization example with 2 neighbours.
n
Figure 4 show
F
ws an instance of our interractive neighboour
v
visualization
for the channel Pop
pular Digg (all items
i
appearing in
thhis channel com
me from Digg, a popular URL-ssharing Web sitee).
T visualizationn is separated in
The
nto two areas: thhe top area depiccts
thhe amount of innfluence the actiive user’s neighbbours are exertinng
o her (the closer to the centerr figure, the moore influence); thhe
on
b
bottom
area deppicts the amoun
nt of influence the
t active user is
e
exerting
on her neighbours.
n
Neig
ghbours appeariing in the top arrea
(pperson icon withh a little dot) caan be dragged within
w
the top arrea
too the desired levvel of influencee (neighbours in the lower sectioon
c
cannot
be movedd, i.e. a user cann
not adjust the am
mount of influennce
s exerts on othhers). As the acttive user drags a neighbor her set
she
s
o recommendattions along the left-hand side are automaticallly
of
d” based on the new influence value.
“
“re-recommende
v
This allow
ws
thhe user to see what
w
impact ind
dividual neighbours are having on
o
h recommendations and whether this impact is desirable or nott.
her
Finally, if the active
F
a
user hold
ds the cursor ovver a neighbourr’s
p
pseudonym,
a taag cloud is sho
own for that neeighbour. The tag
c
cloud
shows the set of recent taags that are likeed and disliked by
b
thhe neighbour annd the relative degree of preference to each tag
(i.e. tags in largger font are lik
ked/disliked relaative to tags in a
s
smaller
font). The
T
tag cloud gives
g
the activve user additionnal
innformation abouut the neighbourr and whether thhe influence valuue
o that neighbourr should be adjussted. For instancce, in Figure 4, thhe
of
e
example
tag clooud shows the neighbour, smuurffy, has recenttly
liiked a numberr of articles co
oncerning an American
A
politiccal
s
scandal.
If the acctive user is also
o interested in this particular storry,
thhen smurffy coould be granteed greater influuence within thhis
c
channel,
increasiing the probability that future items concerninng
thhe scandal will be
b recommended
d to the active usser.

3 PROPOS
3.
SED EVALUATION
Our first evaluuation study will
O
w
involve 200-30 self-selected
p
participants
who will each be ask
ked to rate 200 RSS
R items that fall
fa
u
under
4 broad toopics: arts and en
ntertainment, woorld news, sciennce
a technology, and sports. Ourr main goal witth this initial usser
and
s
study
is to colleect feedback daata that will be used to test annd
o
optimize
KeepU
UP’s ability at forming
f
and maaintaining impliccit
s
social
networks. That is, given a number of users concentrated in
a single channeel, does clusterring tend to occur?
o
And whhat
p
properties
of theese clusters and
d the network in
i general can be
b
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